2017 Earmark Repurpose Timeline

Federal Agency
- Develop/verify/refine list of eligible earmarks
- Receive and process repurpose requests from Caltrans
- Receive and process requests for authorization from Caltrans

Caltrans/DLA
- Develop Guidance and Reconcile Eligible Earmark Lists with FHWA/local agencies
- Receive and process repurpose requests to FHWA
- Receive and process requests for authorization to FHWA

RTPA/Local Agencies
- Prepare and submit repurpose requests to Caltrans
- Prepare and submit requests for authorization to Caltrans

FHWA/Caltrans/RTPAs/Local Agencies
- Implementation outreach through regular meetings/updates
- Quarterly report and monitoring of progress on Repurposed projects

Important Reference Documents:
1. FHWA Earmark Repurposing Guidance Memorandum
2. FHWA Earmark Repurposing Guidance Frequently Asked Questions
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